Quantitative determination of the topological propensities of amyloidogenic peptides.
One of the interesting puzzles of amyloid beta-peptide of Alzheimer's disease (Abeta) is that it appears to polymerize into amyloid fibrils in a parallel beta sheet topology, while smaller subsets of the peptide produce anti-parallel beta sheets. In order to target potential weak points of amyloid fibrils in a rational drug design effort, it would be helpful to understand the forces that drive this change. We have designed two peptides CHQKLVFFAEDYNGKDEAFFVLKQHW and CHQKLVFFAEDYNGKHQKLVFFAEDW that join the significant amyloidogenic Abeta (14-23) sequence HQKLVFFAED in parallel and anti-parallel topologies, respectively. (Here, the word "parallel" refers only to residue sequence and not backbone topology). The N-termini of the hairpins were labeled with the fluorescent dye 5-((((2-iodoacetyl)amino)ethyl)amino)naphthalene-1-sulfonic acid (IAEDANS), forming a fluorescence energy transfer donor-acceptor pair with the C-terminus tryptophan. Circular dichroism results show that the anti-parallel hairpin adopts a beta-sheet conformation, while the parallel hairpin is disordered. Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) results show that the distance between the donor and the acceptor is significantly shorter in the anti-parallel topology than in the parallel topology. The fluorescence intensity of anti-parallel hairpin also displays a linear concentration dependence, indicating that the FRET observed in the anti-parallel hairpin is from intra-molecular interactions. The results thus provide a quantitative estimate of the relative topological propensities of amyloidogenic peptides. Our FRET and CD results show that beta sheets involving the essential Abeta (14-23) fragment, strongly prefer the anti-parallel topology. Moreover, we provide a quantitative estimate of the relative preference for these two topologies. Such analysis can be repeated for larger subsets of Abeta to determine quantitatively the relative degree of preference for parallel/anti-parallel topologies in given fragments of Abeta.